Outdoor Spaces Unlock Performance

Outdoor learning is a critical tool needed to fight the learning loss created by COVID, and support social distancing on school campuses as students return to in-person learning.

Out Teach provides easily implemented outdoor learning spaces that immediately increase any school’s academic footprint.

From simple seating and whiteboard combinations to custom-designed Outdoor Learning Labs, Out Teach outdoor spaces are proven to impact health, academics, and social-emotional learning on any school campus.

Academics

When used for real-world, hands-on learning, outdoor spaces are proven to:

- Accelerate and deepen student understanding
- Promote STEM and 21st Century skill development
- Create more meaningful, authentic, and culturally relevant experiences
- Increase time spent on Science instruction and deepen learning in Math and ELA

Health and Safety

Daily outdoor time empowers teachers to:

- Increase social distancing and fresh air
- Allow students to move more freely
- Decrease shared surfaces
- Allows indoor air time to circulate, and particles to settle

Social Emotional Wellbeing

Outdoor learning helps students develop:

- More optimistic views of school
- Attention and focus
- Leadership and teamwork skills
- Self-control and emotional regulation

out-teach.org
To learn more about Out Teach and the importance of outdoor learning, or our design build services, contact Suzannah Koilpillai at skoilpillai@out-teach.org.

Now accepting new school & district partners.